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Lesson Title Vibrant VolcanoesThe Physics of Hummingbirds: Magic in the Air
Grade level: 9 -122 - 4
Topic/Subject Matter: Earth SciencePhysics/Physical Science
Time Allotment: 1-2 class periods4 class periods (1 class period per learning activity)
Overview:  Hummingbirds are truly remarkable creatures, with spectacular abilities that go beyond the limits of what other birds can do.  For many years, the intricacies of hummingbird behavior were beyond human comprehension; however, with new high-speed cameras and video technology, scientists and researchers can now see what makes hummingbirds so special.  It’s not magic – it’s physics.


The Physics of Hummingbirds: Magic in the Air is comprised of four mini-lesson plans – each designed to be completed in one class period – introducing and explaining four different concepts found in the high school physics curriculum.   Through the four activities, students will consider Newton’s Third Law of Motion as it relates to hummingbirds’ extraordinary flight, observe hummingbirds’ state of torpor as an introduction to thermodynamic processes, examine the origins of sound with unique “chirp” of the Anna’s hummingbird, and explore properties of visible light through hummingbirds’ dazzling iridescent feathers.


The four learning activities in this lesson are not designed to be used over four consecutive class periods; rather they are to be used individually at appropriate points in the curriculum.  Each activity will be preceded by notes and recommendations for classroom implementation.

This lesson will introduce elementary students to the fiery and explosive nature of volcanoes, using segments from the NATURE film, “Kilauea: Mountain of Fire.”  Students will get to know different features of volcanoes and volcanic activity: what volcanoes are like, where they are found, how and why they erupt, and what happens after an eruption.  Students will begin by learning key terms about the earth’s structure and plate tectonics, and followed by a hands-on demonstration of plate tectonics.  Students will then view video clips to provide an overview of volcanic activity and the effects on the surrounding landscape.  As a culminating activity, students will explore the locations of volcanoes around the world.

Media Resources 
Video from episode “Hummingbirds: Magic in the Air”
1. HYPERLINK "http://wpmu.thirteen.org/wnet/nature/wp-admin/wnet/nature/files/2010/08/Flight-Patterns_vital.mov" \t "_blank"  Flight Patterns
This clip explains how hovering gives humming birds unique flight capabilities.

2.  HYPERLINK "http://wpmu.thirteen.org/wnet/nature/wp-admin/nature/files/2010/08/The-Heat-Is-On-_vital.mov" \t "_blank" The Heat is On
This clip explains how hummingbirds' torpor allows them to conserve heat and energy.

3.  HYPERLINK "http://wpmu.thirteen.org/wnet/nature/wp-admin/wnet/nature/files/2010/08/Making-Waves_vital.mov" \t "_blank" Making Waves
This clips explores the unique "chirp" of the Anna's hummingbird.

4.  HYPERLINK "http://wpmu.thirteen.org/wnet/nature/wp-admin/wnet/nature/files/2010/08/The-Light-Fantastic_vital.mov" \t "_blank" The Light Fantastic
This clip describes the colors produced by iridescent hummingbird feathers.
combine clips 3a and 3b
Clip #
Title for Clip
Timecode at START of clip
Timecode at STOP of clip
Visual and audio cue for START of clip
Visual and audio cue for STOP of clip
One-sentence summary of clip
1
Volcanic ViewsFlight Patterns
Part 1: 00:504:35
Part 1: 03:105:39
Hawaiian coastline.  “Volcanoes in other parts of the world…”Hummingbird flying near plant, black background. “The choreography of these dances revolves around one talent in particular...”
Smoking volcano.  “…thousand feet or more.”Scientist speaking switching to hummingbird flying.  “All of these behaviors are related to their ability to hover.”
Describes many aspects of volcanic activity.This clip explains how hovering gives hummingbirds unique flight capabilities.
2
Lava LandscapesThe Heat is On
Part 2: 00:0821:13
Part 2: 01:1623:00
Hardened lava field.  “The lava, unleashed, transforms the earth…”Pan up on green hummingbird perched on branch. “At night, when a hummingbird can’t feed, it faces the risk of simply running out of fuel.”
Lava covered tree stump.  “…cools before the tree ignites.”Hummingbird perched on branch waking up. “Vital signs ramp back up to normal.”
How volcanic activity affects the surrounding land.This clip explains how hummingbirds’ torpor allows them to conserve heat and energy.
3a
Steamy Seas 1Making Waves
Part 6: 00:1427:30
Part 6: 01:1231:13
Lava field with smoking volcano in the background.  “The lava has come far…”Hummingbird on branch in front of water.  “The male’s dive is his way of flaunting his physical fitness...”
Lots of smoke and steam, sound of lava and water exploding.  No VO.B&W footage of hummingbird dive. “The experiment proves that the tail feathers are making the sound.”
What happens when lava flows meet the ocean.This clip explore the unique “chirp” of the Anna’s hummingbird.
3b4
Steamy Seas 2The Light Fantastic
Part 6: 02:1031:49
Part 6: 02:5833:02
Steaming coastline.  “The lava has been well insulated…”Pan up on green hummingbird perched on branch. “Male hummingbirds use another lure to attract a female...”
Steaming coastline.  “This is a place to avoid.”Purple throated hummingbird on branch. “...best way to catch her eye.”
What happens when lava flows meet the ocean.This clip describes the colors produced by iridescent hummingbird feathers.
Websites 

Web sites
NOVA: Getting Airborne
 HYPERLINK "http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/wright/airb-flash.html" http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/wright/airb-flash.html
This web interactive allows students to explore how different wing types are affected by the forces of lift and drag.
 HYPERLINK "http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/01/volcano-culture/decade-volcano-map-interactive" National Geographic Decade Volcanoes
This map highlights sixteen volcanoes that have been designated as Decade Volcanoes, due to both their potential activity and proximity to populated areas.  There are photos of each volcano on the map, as well as information and statistics about its activity.

 HYPERLINK "http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/infopage/ringfire.htm" WorldAtlas Ring of Fire
This map shows the series of volcanoes circling the Pacific Ocean that are known as the “Ring of Fire.”  More than half of the world’s active volcanoes are in this region, which coincides with the edges of tectonic plates. 

 HYPERLINK "http://www.kidcyber.com.au/IMAGES/volcanoXjup1.jpg" Volcano Cross-Section
This image shows the basic components of a volcano.


Standards:
National Science Education Standards, Grades K – 49 - 12 
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=4962

Physical Science
Content Standard B
MOTIONS AND FORCES
	Objects change their motion only when a net force is applied. Laws of motion are used to calculate precisely the effects of forces on the motion of objects. The magnitude of the change in motion can be calculated using the relationship F = ma, which is independent of the nature of the force. Whenever one object exerts force on another, a force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction is exerted on the first object.
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY AND THE INCREASE IN DISORDER
[See Content Standard C (grades 9-12)]
	The total energy of the universe is constant. Energy can be transferred by collisions in chemical and nuclear reactions, by light waves and other radiations, and in many other ways. However, it can never be destroyed. As these transfers occur, the matter involved becomes steadily less ordered.
INTERACTIONS OF ENERGY AND MATTER
[See Content Standard D (grades 9-12)]
	Waves, including sound and seismic waves, waves on water, and light waves, have energy and can transfer energy when they interact with matter.
	
Life Science
Content Standard C
MATTER, ENERGY, AND ORGANIZATION IN LIVING SYSTEMS
[See Unifying Concepts and Processes]
	All matter tends toward more disorganized states. Living systems require a continuous input of energy to maintain their chemical and physical organizations. With death, and the cessation of energy input, living systems rapidly disintegrate.
Content Standard B:

PROPERTIES OF OBJECTS AND MATERIALS
Materials can exist in different states—solid, liquid, and gas. Some common materials, such as water, can be changed from one state to another by heating or cooling.

LIGHT, HEAT, ELECTRICITY, AND MAGNETISM
Heat can be produced in many ways, such as burning, rubbing, or mixing one substance with another. Heat can move from one object to another by conduction.


Content Standard D
PROPERTIES OF EARTH MATERIALS
	Earth materials are solid rocks and soils, water, and the gases of the atmosphere. The varied materials have different physical and chemical properties, which make them useful in different ways, for example, as building materials, as sources of fuel, or for growing the plants we use as food. Earth materials provide many of the resources that humans use.
CHANGES IN THE EARTH AND SKY
	The surface of the earth changes. Some changes are due to slow processes, such as erosion and weathering, and some changes are due to rapid processes, such as landslides, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes.

Content Standard F
CHANGES IN ENVIRONMENTS
	Environments are the space, conditions, and factors that affect an individual's and a population's ability to survive and their quality of life.
	Changes in environments can be natural or influenced by humans. Some changes are good, some are bad, and some are neither good nor bad. Pollution is a change in the environment that can influence the health, survival, or activities of organisms, including humans.
	Some environmental changes occur slowly, and others occur rapidly. Students should understand the different consequences of changing environments in small increments over long periods as compared with changing environments in large increments over short periods.
	



Materials 

For each student:
	Flight Patterns Student Organizer
	The Heat Is On Student Organizer
	Making Waves Student Organizer
	The Light Fantastic Student Organizer
	Several plain drinking strawsVolcanic Vocabulary Student Organizer (PDF) (RTF)
	Lava Landscapes Student Organizer (PDF) (RTF)
	
For each pair or group of 3-4 students:
	Hand boiler (available from science classroom suppliers
	Pair of scissors
	Soap bubble solution
	Soap bubble wandMedium-cooked egg (boiled for 5 – 8 minutes, depending on the size of the egg)
	Paper towels
	
For the class: 
	Volcanic Flight Patterns Student Organizer Answer Key
	The Heat Is On Answer KeyVocabulary Terms and Definitions Answer Key (PDF) (RTF)
	Lava Landscapes Student Organizer Answer Key (PDF) (RTF)
	World Map
	Computer with internet access
	Chart paper, chalkboard, or whiteboard
	Raw egg (optional)
	Push pins or small sticky notes




Objectives
Students will be able to:
	Recognize key Identify how Newton’s Third Law of Motion relates to flight
	Explain and understand thermodynamic processes
	Describe the origin of sound and sound waves
	List and explain the characteristics of light waves that contribute to iridescence characteristics of volcanoes and volcanic eruptions
	Define vocabulary terms relating to volcanoes and volcanic activity
	Understand how volcanic eruptions change the Earth’s surface
	Identify locations of volcanoes around the world

Prep for Teachers

Prior to teaching this lesson, you will need to:
Preview all of the video segments and wWeb sites used in the lesson.
Download the video clips used in the lesson to your classroom computer, or prepare to watch them using your classroom’s Internet connection.
Make copies of the student organizers for each student in the class.
Obtain hand boilers for students.  If these are not already available in your school, you can find them at many science classroom supply outlets.
Obtain soap bubble solution and bubble wands for students.  Ready-made containers are available in many stores, or you can mix your own soap bubble solution (1 part dish soap to 10 parts water) and create your own wands (bend a paper clip or pipe cleaner into the appropriate shape).
Bookmark the wWeb sites used in the lesson on each computer in your classroom. Using a social bookmarking tool such as  HYPERLINK "http://del.icio.us/" \t "_blank" del.icio.us or  HYPERLINK "http://www.diigo.com/" \t "_blank" diigo (or an online bookmarking utility such as  HYPERLINK "http://www.portaportal.com/" \t "_blank" portaportal) will allow you to organize all the links in a central location.
Prepare chart paper or chalkboard/whiteboard by writing the vocabulary terms from the Introductory Activity: Crust, Mantle, Magma, Lava, Plates.  Leave enough room to write the definitions as you cover them in the lesson.
Prepare medium-cooked eggs for the Introductory Activity.  These eggs should be boiled for approximately 5 – 8 minutes, depending on the size of the eggs, and should be thoroughly cooled before distributing to students.

Learning Activity 1: Newton and Flight

Students should have some prior knowledge of forces and motion.  This activity can be followed by more detailed explanation of lift, drag, and other forces relating to flight.

1. Ask students if they have heard of Newton’s Laws of Motion.  Explain, or ask a student to explain, that the Laws, first recorded by Sir Isaac Newton in the 17th century, are scientific guidelines that explain how forces and motions work for many physical objects and systems.  Summarize the first two laws for students (you may write these on the board, project them on a screen, and/or ask students to write them in their notebooks for reference.)
	First Law: The “Law of Inertia.”  A body at rest will stay at rest/a body in motion will stay 	in motion with the same speed and direction, unless acted on by an unbalanced force.
	Second Law: Force = mass x acceleration.  The greater the object, the greater the force 	needed to accelerate the object.

2.  Tell students that they may have heard of the Third Law before: For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.  Write or project this Law along with the other two.  Ask students what they think that means, in their own words.  Explain, if students do not offer this answer, that  there is no such thing as a force that only acts on one body.  If body A exerts a force in one direction on body B, B will be exerting the same force on A.  If you push against the wall, it may feel like you are exerting all of the force – but in actuality the wall is pushing back on you just as hard!


3. Explain to students that the Third Law of Motion is instrumental in explaining how flight works.  Define flight for students as the process by which an object moves through the air by generating lift.  Define lift as a mechanical force generated by a solid object moving through a fluid (usually a gas such as air).  Lift is generated when a moving flow of fluid is turned by a solid object.  Ask students how they think this relates back to Newton’s Third Law?  (When the solid object exerts force on the moving flow of fluid, the flow exerts force on the solid object, pushing it in the opposite direction – in the case of flight, that direction can be up or forward.)  Explain that the force counter to lift is called drag, which acts in the opposite direction of the motion of an object.

4. Direct students to the “Getting Airborne” interactive at  HYPERLINK "http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/wright/airb-flash.html" www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/wright/airb-flash.html and tell them they will be learning about how wings create lift.  Ask students to go through both parts of the interactive and identify how wing shape and position affects lift and flight.  Distribute the “Flight Patterns” Organizer for students to record their answers.  Give students 10 minutes to complete the interactive.  As a follow up question, ask students to imagine they are building a commercial passenger airplane.  What kind of airfoil would they use on the plane, and why?

5. Ask students to think of examples of other flying things that generate their own lift.  (Accept all answers that fit, be sure to make the distinction between actual flying things and gliding things such as flying squirrels.)  Examples can include birds, insects, helicopters, rockets, etc.  Explain that while the flight fundamentals are the same for all of these - generation of lift, drag, etc. - the specific mechanisms and types of flight vary.  Tell students that you are going to show them an example of a unique type of flight found in nature - the hummingbird.  Ask students to observe, as they watch the video clip, how hummingbird wings generate lift.  Play “Hummingbird Flight Patterns” clip.  Give students five minutes to complete side 2 of the “Flight Patterns” organizer.  Replay clip if necessary.

6. Ask students if they noticed any big differences between hummingbird flight and that of other birds, or airplanes.  (Hovering, flying backwards.)  As a homework assignment (which students may begin in class, if time permits), have students research and write a one-page summary of how hovering works.  Ask students to address the following questions in their summaries:
	How does hovering differ from traditional bird flight?
	How do lift and drag factor into hovering flight?
	Is wing shape relevant to the ability to hover?
Introductory Activity: 
	Open the lesson by asking students what, if anything, they already know about volcanoes.  (Answers will vary, may include knowledge about mountains, lava, explosions.)
	Explain to students that a volcano is an opening in the earth’s surface, which allows liquid rock, ash, and gases to escape from inside the earth.  Tell students that when these materials come out of a volcano, often unexpectedly and at high speeds, it is called an eruption.  
	Distribute the Volcanic Vocabulary organizer (PDF) (RTF), and tell students that you are going to discuss what makes volcanoes erupt.  Give students a visual aid by drawing a simple picture of a volcano in the board, or projecting one on the screen.  (A simple cross-section of a volcano can be found here:  HYPERLINK "http://www.kidcyber.com.au/IMAGES/volcanoXjup1.jpg" http://www.kidcyber.com.au/IMAGES/volcanoXjup1.jpg.)   As you review the vocabulary terms, point them out on the image of the volcano.
	Explain that the solid ground that we stand on is called the Earth’s crust, and underneath the crust is a layer called the mantle, which is made up of liquid, or molten, rock called magma.  Volcanoes erupt when the magma escapes through the crust.  Explain that when it is underground the molten rock is called magma, when it is above ground it is called lava.  Write the definitions of crust, mantle, magma, and lava on the chart paper or chalkboard/whiteboard, and label them on your volcano image (if they are not labeled already).  Ask students to fill in the definitions on their organizer. Answers can be found on the Volcanic Vocabulary Terms and Definitions Answer Key (PDF) (RTF).

	How does the magma escape from the crust?  Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4 students.  Tell students that they are going to create a model of Earth using a boiled egg.  Before distributing eggs to the group, demonstrate what they will be doing.  Take a medium-boiled egg and roll it gently on a paper towel, so that the shell cracks but does not break off.  Distribute 1 egg and paper towels to each group.  Ask each group to roll their egg gently on a paper towel to crack the shell.  Explain that the broken eggshell is like Earth’s crust – it is not one solid piece, instead it is broken up into smaller chunks called plates.  Write the definition of plates on the chart paper or chalkboard/whiteboard, and ask students to fill in the definition on their organizer.
	Ask each group to GENTLY squeeze their egg.  They should see some movement in the pieces of the eggshell.  Explain that the Earth’s plates are in motion – they float on top of the liquid mantle.  Now ask students to squeeze the egg harder.  They should notice some material oozing out of the cracks.  (For this part of the activity, it’s all right if the students make a mess!)  Explain that on Earth, sometimes when the plates move magma escapes from between the cracks, and causes a volcanic eruption.
	Have students clean up and wash their hands if necessary.

Learning Activity 2: The Heat is On

This activity can be used as an introduction to a unit on thermodynamics and heat transfer.  Students should already be familiar with concepts of energy and mechanical work.


1. Begin by defining thermodynamics as the physics of relationships between heat and other forms of energy.  Explain the study of thermodynamics includes the effects of heat on various states of matter, and the ways in which heat is related to other forms of energy.  Explain there are scientific laws that apply to thermodynamics, just as Newton’s Laws apply to motion.  Tell students in this activity, they will be focusing on the First Law of Thermodynamics, which states energy can neither be created nor destroyed in the conversion of heat to or from other forms of energy.  Any energy put into a system must be used in some capacity, such as changing internal energy (generate heat) or performing work.

2. Explain to students much of thermodynamics related to the changes in energy within a thermodynamic system.  There are three types of thermodynamic systems: isolated, in which no energy or matter is exchanged with the system’s surroundings; closed, in which energy is exchanged but not matter; and open, in which both energy and matter are exchanged.  These changes in energy, which can result from changes in pressure, volume, internal energy, temperature, or any other kind of heat transfer, are known as thermodynamic processes.  Review with students four common types of thermodynamic processes:
	Adiabatic: internal energy remains constant; no heat transfer into or out of the system.
	Isochoric: the volume of the system remains constant; the system does no work
	Isobaric: the pressure of the system remains constant; volume expands or contracts 		based on heat transfer 
	Isothermal: temperature of the system remains constant; heat transfer occurs at a slow 	rate to preserve equilibrium.

3. Divide students into pairs, or have them work individually, depending on availability of materials.  Distribute one hand boiler to each student or pair of students, and give each student one “The Heat is On” organizer.  Have students answer the first question on the organizer: What kind of thermodynamic system is the hand boiler: isolated, closed, or open? (Closed.)  Discuss why this answer is correct with the class.  (No matter can be put into or taken out of the boiler, but the conductive glass allows for energy transfer into the boiler.)  Have students follow the instructions on the organizer to achieve different results with the hand boilers.  Give students 10 – 15 minutes to complete the activity.

4. Tell students that you are going to show them a video clip of how conservation of energy and thermodynamic processes work in nature.  Ask students to identify the thermodynamic process(es) at work as they watch the clip, and to record their observations on the “The Heat is On” organizer.  Play “The Heat is On” clip.  After clip has finished, give students 5 minutes to complete the questions on the organizer.  Replay clip if necessary.  Review answers with class.

5.  As a homework assignment (which students may begin in class, if time permits), ask students to research and write a one-page summary of another plant or animal that relies on the conservation of energy or thermodynamic processes for survival.  Potential subjects include hibernating animals, animals that incubate eggs, or plants engaging in photosynthesis.  Ask students to address the following questions in their summaries:
	What thermodynamic process(es) are at work in this plant or animal?
	How is energy being converted within this plant or animal?
Learning Activity 1: 
	Ask students if they know where Hawaii is located.  If they say yes, ask one of them to point it out on a map for the class; if they don’t know, point it out for them.  (A world map is recommended for this activity rather than a U.S. map, to accurately reflect Hawaii’s location.)  Tell students that while Hawaii is often thought of as an island paradise, it is also home to some of the most active volcanoes on Earth.
	Tell students that they are going to watch a video clip about a volcano in Hawaii.  FRAME the clip by explaining that the Kilauea volcano has been erupting ever since 1983, and it is an attraction for both tourists and scientists studying its activity.  Give students a FOCUS by asking them to look and listen for three characteristics of volcanoes – how they look, sound, act, etc.  PLAY the “Volcanic Views” clip.  FOLLOW UP by asking students to share their answers with the class.  (Answers may include: smoky, loud, tall, hot, produce a lot of lava, etc.)
	Review the new vocabulary terms from the clip.  As in the introductory activity, write them on chart paper or the chalkboard/whiteboard as you define them, and ask students to fill in the definitions on their organizers. 
	Vent: the opening through which volcanic material comes out
	Crater: a large hole formed by an explosion of collapse of a volcanic vent
	Lava Lake: pool of molten lava contained inside a vent or crater
	Explain that the volcanoes on Hawaii are different than many of the volcanoes around the world, since they do not occur at the cracks, or boundaries, between the plates.  Hawaii’s volcanic activity is due to a hotspot.  Explain that hotspots occur when magma pushes through the middle of a plate, not in the cracks between plates, as if a hole was poked through the shell of an uncooked egg and liquid oozed out.  (Demonstrate on an uncooked egg for the class, if desired.)  Write hotspot on a piece of chart paper or the chalkboard/whiteboard, along with its definition, and ask students to fill in the definition on their organizers.  

Learning Activity 3: Making Waves

This activity can be used as an introduction to the properties of sound.  Students should be familiar with basic properties of waves.

1. Ask students, based on either prior knowledge or their best guess, where sound comes from?  (Vibrations.)  How do vibrations cause sound?  (Waves travel through a medium, and cause the individual molecules to vibrate.)  Explain that sound waves have four principal characteristics, and write them on the board.
	1. Wavelength: 	the distance between two equivalent points on a wave (such as crest to 				crest)
	2. Period:	the time required for one complete wave cycle to pass a given point, or 				travel one wavelength
	3. Frequency:	the number of wave cycles per second that are produced by a source.  				Wavelength and frequency are closely related, as longer wavelengths 				have lower frequencies, and shorter wavelengths have higher 					frequencies.  The wavelength and frequency of a sound wave are related 			to the sound’s pitch: higher sounds have higher frequencies and shorter 				wavelengths.
	4. Amplitude:	the height of a wave, or the maximum disturbance from an undisturbed 				position.  The amplitude of a sound wave corresponds to the sound’s 				volume: higher amplitudes make for louder sounds.

2. Specific sounds are created when objects vibrate at specific frequencies.  Tell students that you are going to show them a video clip of a specific sound produced by the Anna’s Hummingbird.  Ask students to observe, as they watch the clip, how the aforementioned properties of the sound waves contribute to the hummingbird’s unique sound.  “Distribute the “Making Waves” Organizer for students to record their observations.  Play the “Making Waves” clip.  Give students 5 – 10 minutes to complete Part 1 of the organizer.  Review answers with the class.  Ask students how they might be able to recreate the hummingbird “chirp” here in the classroom.

3. Tell students that they are now going to participate in a hands-on activity to create their own specialized sounds using different wavelengths, frequencies, and amplitudes.  Give each student a regular drinking straw and a pair of scissors.  (Have many extra drinking straws available as students may want or need more than one each.)  Have students follow the instructions listed in Part 2 of the Making Waves Organizer to create a basic reed instrument with the drinking straw.  Give students 15 – 20 minutes to complete the activity.  When they have finished, ask students to share their observations from the activity with the class.

4.  As a homework assignment (which students may begin in class, if time permits), have students choose a more complex reed or woodwind instrument to research, and write a one-page explanation of how it creates its sound.  Ask students to address the following questions in their explanations:
	How does your particular instrument create sounds with different frequencies or amplitudes?
	How does the instrument transmit its sound to listeners?



Learning Activity 4: The Light Fantastic

Students should already have a basic knowledge of the light spectrum and of waves.  This activity can be used to enhance students’ understanding of the visible light spectrum.


1. Begin by telling students you are going to show them a video clip to introduce the light wave phenomenon known as iridescence.  As they watch the video clip, ask students to observe the colors they see on the hummingbirds, and why they are present.  Play “The Light Fantastic” clip for students.  Review answers to the question asked before the clip was played (colors present were purple, red/ruby, orange, green, blue, and they are due to iridescence rather than pigment.)  Ask students, based on the clip, to define characteristics of iridescence. (Change color in different light, not related to pigment, light is broken down into different wavelengths.)

2. Ask students if they can think of other organisms or objects that display properties of iridescence?  (some butterflies, peacocks, beetles, pearls, oil slicks, CDs and DVDs, soap bubbles.)  Why does this phenomenon occur?  Explain that there are different characteristics of light waves that can contribute to iridescence:
	1. Reflection, which is when a light wave hits a surface and bounces back toward its 	source, such as looking at yourself in a mirror
	2. Refraction, which is when the direction of a wave changes due to a change in its 	speed.  This is often due to a change in medium.  If you look at a drinking straw in a glass 	of water, you’ll see that the straw’s angle appears to be different above the surface of the 	water than it is below the surface.
	3. Diffraction, which is what happens to a wave when it encounters an obstacle, such as 	an obstruction, small opening, or inconsistencies within a medium. This is visible in the 	rainbow pattern we see on the back of a CD or DVD, as light passed over the tiny 	grooves         in the disc’s surface.
	4. Interference, which is when two or more waves combine to make a new wave.  If the 	waves are in phase with each other, they are called constructive, and will reinforce and 	intensify.  If the waves are not in phase, they are said to be destructive, and will cancel 	each other out.  This is what provides the brilliant colors found on iridescent surfaces.


3. Tell students that they are going to conduct an activity to explore some of the characteristics of iridescence.  Divide class into small groups or pairs, depending on the availability of material.  Distribute one container or soap bubbles and a bubble wand to each group.  Ask the students to blow bubbles, and observe the colors and patterns on the bubbles’ surfaces.  Students should experiment with different sizes and thicknesses of the bubbles, and record their observations as on the “Light Fantastic” organizer.  Give students 15 - 20 minutes to blow bubbles and complete the organizer.  Review answers with the class.  

4. Explain that the iridescent properties of the bubbles, like the brilliant colors of the hummingbird feathers, are caused by the light reflecting from the object’s surface.  The thickness of the surface influences what type of light is reflected.  In hummingbird feathers, the microscopic layered structure provides different surfaces and thicknesses to reflect light.  In a soap bubble, the thickness of the soap film is constantly changing as the bubble takes shape.  White light reflects off both the inner and outer surfaces of the bubble, at different angles.  In both cases, the reflecting waves of light from the different surfaces interfere with each other.  Depending on the thickness of the surface, certain wavelengths will interfere destructively and other wavelengths will interfere constructively, intensifying the color that corresponds with that wavelength.  A thicker surface will cancel out longer wavelengths, such as those at the red end of the spectrum.  As the surface gets thinner, shorter wavelengths will cancel each other out.  This explains the changes in color as the soap bubbles grew thinner and eventually popped.

5. As a homework assignment (which students may being in class, if time permits), have students choose another iridescent object or organism (as listed earlier in this activity) to research, and write a one-page explanation of the properties and characteristics of that object that cause it to be iridescent.  Ask students to address the following questions as part of their explanations:
	What material is present in their chosen object or organism that allows it to be iridescent?
	What particular colors or wavelengths, if any, are especially noticeable in this object or organism?
	How does this object or organism benefit from being iridescent?

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2: 
	Ask your students if they think that volcanoes can change the way the Earth looks.  (Yes.)  Based on what they already know about volcanoes, what might cause the changes?  (Lava, ash, explosions.)  Explain that when the hot lava stops flowing and cools, it can create rocks or new land that looks very different from the original landscape, and that volcanic activity is responsible for shaping much of how the earth looks today.
	Tell students that they are going to see a video demonstrating how lava has affected the land in Hawaii.  FRAME the clip by telling students that the lava flows from Kilauea and other volcanoes have been making changes to Hawaii’s landscape for thousands of years.  Distribute the Lava Landscapes Organizer (PDF) (RTF) to each student.  Ask one of your students to read the first question on the organizer aloud: “Is lava a force of destruction or creation?”  Provide a FOCUS for watching the clip by asking your students to consider this question as they watch the clip.  PLAY the “Lava Landscapes” clip.  FOLLOW UP by asking for student responses to the focus question.  (Answer: lava is both destructive and creative.)  Go through questions 2 – 4 on the Lava Landscapes organizer and answering them as a class.  Replay the clip if necessary.
	Ask students what, if anything, can stop the flow of lava?  (Answers may vary.)  Tell students that in Hawaii, the flow of lava can be stopped by the ocean.
	FRAME the next clip by telling students that even though lava is cooled by the ocean, there is still some activity once the lava makes contact with the water.  Give students a FOCUS by asking them to think about what lava does once it meets the water that it does not do on land.  Play the “Steamy Seas” Clip.  FOLLOW UP by asking students for their responses.  (Cause explosions, create steam.)  Go through the remaining questions on the Lava Landscapes organizer and answer them as a class.   Replay the clip if necessary.

Culminating Activity: 
	Remind students that even though they only saw videos of a volcano in Hawaii, there are more volcanoes in Hawaii and all over the world.  Ask students if they know of any other places in the world where there are volcanoes, and to indicate where those volcanoes are on a world map with either pushpins or small sticky notes.   (Accept all answers.)   
	Project the  HYPERLINK "http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/01/volcano-culture/decade-volcano-map-interactive" Decade Volcano Map on a screen for the class.  Explain to your students that these volcanoes have been chosen for study because of their activity, and the fact that they are close to populated areas.  By being designated as Decade Volcanoes, scientists and the public can work together to be prepared for a potential eruption.
	Look at the map together as a class.  Ask students the following questions, and click on the volcano that they choose as an answer.  View the picture of the chosen volcano and invite student comments.  As you review each volcano, ask a student to mark it on the world map with a pushpin or sticky note.
	Which volcanoes are on or near the Pacific Ocean?  (Avachinsky-Koryaksky, Mt. Unzen, Sakurajima, Taal, Merapi, Ulawun, Mt. Ranier, Colima, Santa Maria, Galeras)  Since there are many volcanoes, choose 2 or 3 to click on and look at.
	Which volcano on this map is located in Hawaii? (Mauna Loa)
	Which volcanoes are located in Europe?.  (Vesuvius, Mt. Etna, Santorini)
	Which volcano is located in Africa?  (Nyiragongo)
	Which volcanoes are located in the United States?  (Mt. Rainier, Mauna Loa)
	Point out to students that the majority of volcanoes on the map are on or near the coasts of the Pacific Ocean.  Project the  HYPERLINK "http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/infopage/ringfire.htm" WorldAtlas.com Ring of Fire map onto a screen for the whole class.  Explain that more than half of the world’s active volcanoes are in this “ring” that circles the Pacific Ocean.  Explain that this has to do with the boundaries, or spaces, between continental plates.  As students should remember from the egg demonstration, when the plates push up against each other or move away from each other, sometimes lava will come up to the surface and through the cracks between plates.  Ask students if they can name some of the countries that contain volcanoes in the Ring of Fire.  (Answers can include: U.S., Canada, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, Philippines, Russia, New Zealand, Chile, Mariana Islands, Tonga.)  Ask students to mark these countries with pushpins or sticky notes on the world map.
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Annotation This lesson introduces students to plate tectonics, as well as volcanoes and the effects of volcanic activity.


